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With the rapid development of vehicular networking and intelligence, more interfaces are adopted by cars to interact with the
external world. Accordingly, this also brings enormous security risks, which are potentially catastrophic due to communication
loopholes. Since the Controller Area Network (CAN) is critical to the transmission of commands among vehicular components, it
has become a prime target for hacker research and attack. Considering that the CAN bus is commonly used and its protocol is
always flawed, how to efficiently detect the intrusions against it has become an evitable problem. In this paper, we presented an
intrusion detection system that can be rapidly deployed inside the vehicle. Aiming at achieving the goal of real-time detection, we
devised a feature extraction algorithm with low complexity and thoroughly exploited its advantages via a GRU-based lightweight
neural network. 'e experiment was physically conducted on in-vehicle embedded devices using publicly available datasets.
Experiment results illustrated that our intrusion detection system could be rapidly deployed with high classification and real-time
performance. Moreover, we also discussed how an intrusion detection system could work with OTA services to improve the
intelligence of vehicular operating systems and prevent potential attacks.

1. Introduction

'e deep integration of high-tech network technology and
automobile technology has greatly promoted the rapid
development of intelligent connected vehicle technology
[1]. As an important network under the vehicle network
system [2], the vehicle intranet is responsible for the in-
formation interaction between the vehicle and the outside
world, and the vehicle and its drivers and passengers [3]. In
the vehicle intranet, CAN (Controller Area Network), as an
important underlying control network of the vehicle, is
mainly used to transmit the state information and control
information of the vehicle, thus ensuring the smooth and
safe running of the vehicle. But its communication mode is
broadcast communication, with almost no encryption
means. 'erefore, once hackers invade cars, CAN is almost
completely exposed to the outside world, which seriously
affects driving safety [4]. In recent years, due to concerns
about vehicle safety, some research institutions have
conducted network security studies on cars using the

Internet of Vehicles; for example, in September 2016, Keen
Lab cracked Tesla’s in-car central control to remotely
control the car over long distances (up to 12 miles away)
[5]. 'is caused the model S to suddenly stop while it was
moving. 'e Keen Lab attack used a wireless network to
hack into the CAN, exposing vulnerabilities in some au-
tomakers’ network domain isolation.

As the case of cracking Tesla shows, CAN is directly
related to the safety of cars. 'e safety of cars, as necessary
vehicles used by people for travel, is particularly important
for the whole society, transportation system, every family,
and personal safety. Intrusion detection system detects
network attacks by monitoring network traffic [6]. In order
to improve the overall security of the vehicle by solving the
security problems in the vehicle network, this paper intends
to use the intrusion detection system deployed in embedded
devices to detect network threats and provide early warning
functions. 'e system can provide threat intelligence for the
vehicle manufacturers and assist them to repair the vul-
nerabilities in the software.
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In this study, we present a GRU-based lightweight
system for CAN intrusion detection. 'e major contribu-
tions of our study are as follows:

(i) 'e architecture and process of the vehicle internal
network intrusion detection system are proposed,
which can update the detection model quickly based
on the existing OTA system, improve the accuracy
of the model, and reduce the failure rate.

(ii) A feature extraction algorithm with low computa-
tional complexity is proposed based on the weak
computing and storage capability of vehicle-
mounted computing devices.

(iii) GRU units with fewer computational parameters
than LSTM are used as important hidden layers in
the neural network model, and a neural network
model with simple structure, low depth, and a few
hidden layers is designed

(iv) In the experiment, the Jetson Xavier NX embedded
computing device already mounted on the vehicle is
used as the intrusion detection device to test
whether the intrusion detection system has real-
time performance under the condition of low
computing power. And we use the evaluation in-
dicators commonly used in classification tasks to
evaluate the model classification performance, and
illustrate its advantages by comparing it with those
in other studies.

'e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces and discusses the CAN intrusion detection
methods used in the existing literature; we present their
shortcomings and under-researched areas of current de-
tection models. Section 3 details our proposed intrusion
detection system and discusses the low latency benefits
brought by the unified memory model in embedded devices.
Section 5 describes the experimental setup and experimental
results. Based on the experimental results in Section 5, in
Section 6 we conclude our work.

2. Related Works

In the field of CAN bus intrusion detection, researchers have
focused their research on how to improve the classification
performance of detection models. 'e existing detection
models are mainly classified into statistical-based models
and machine learning-based models. However, CAN bus
intrusion detection systems eventually need to be deployed
inside the vehicle, and previous researchers have rarely
conducted simulated experiments using actual in-vehicle
computing environments.

In recent years, some researchers have proposed dif-
ferent algorithms and models for intrusion detection system
in CAN. In 2008, Larson et al. [7] proposed a CAN intrusion
detection method based on vehicle communication protocol
by studying CAN protocol, which could monitor the pro-
tocol-violating messages and abnormal message sending
behaviors in the network. Muter [8] proposed a network
anomaly detection method based on the multi-detection

theory. Eight sensors were used to monitor frame ID, data
load, message frequency, and message order, and finally the
detection results of sensors were integrated to identify ab-
normal attacks. In addition, Muter introduced the entropy
theory into CAN anomaly detection and calculated ID in-
formation entropy to judge the anomaly [9]. Han et al. [10]
proposed a detection scheme based on ID packet cycle and
designed experiments for verification.'is scheme considers
only the perspective of packet ID entropy or period and
cannot resist tampering attacks that modify data domains.

Some researchers choose data-driven research methods,
which generate datasets by collecting massive normal CAN
traffic and CAN traffic generated by intrusion behaviors.
CAN traffic is classified based on the machine learning
model trained by the above datasets. Cheng et al. proposed
TCAN-ID [11] based on TCAN (Temporal Convolutional
Attention Network). 'is method not only includes a new
feature extraction algorithm, but also uses attention
mechanism [12] in neural network to improve model per-
formance. Taylor et al. [13] proposed an anomaly detection
method based on LSTM [14]. 'e trained LSTM model can
predict the message of the next state and compare the
predicted value and the actual state value with the set
threshold value to judge whether the anomaly is abnormal.
'e experimental results show that LSTM classified the
sequential CAN traffic well, but the experimental platform
used by the authors is a high computing performance server,
so the intrusion detection system cannot guarantee the real-
time performance when it is deployed in the actual vehicle-
mounted computing equipment. Seo et al. [15] used gen-
erative adversarial network learning to detect unknown
attacks using only normal data, and this IDS frame is called
GIDS. 'e GAN characteristics of GIDS eliminate the need
of intrusion detection system for a large number of ab-
normal data samples, but the GAN model has certain dif-
ficulties in training and deployment, and the detection
model itself lacks the support of real data.

In addition to the above detection methods based on
deep learning model, the study [16] proposed an intrusion
detection algorithm based on SVM. However, experiments
show that SVM algorithm performs poorly in multi-classifi-
cation tasks and is suitable for binary classification detection
system. For ensemble learning, AdaBoost, as a common en-
semble learning algorithm, is often used to construct a strong
classifier in intrusion detection tasks. Reference [17] proposed
the idea of using decision tree as weak classifier and AdaBoost
iterative integration for intrusion detection, which can reduce
the overall computational complexity of the system.

'rough the above related research, it can be seen that
the vehicle internal network intrusion detection system
needs to fit the actual computing power of the vehicle. In
particular, for neural network-based intrusion detection
models, it is necessary to test whether the detection model
runs faster than the CAN traffic generation speed.

3. Proposed CAN Intrusion Detection System

3.1. System Architecture. We need to introduce CAN bus
attack model first. In this paper, the attack is defined as
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connecting to CAN bus through the vulnerability between
the external network and the internal network of the vehicle
and injecting attack messages through the external network
to achieve the attack effect. As shown in Figure 1, attacks on
CAN bus topology in this paper are divided into three
categories: DoS Attack, Fuzzy Attack, and Spoofing Attack.

Among them, DoS (Denial of Service) means that the
hacker uses 0000 to fill CAN ID and random data payload to
encapsulate CAN message for injection. According to the
CAN bus protocol, the smaller the CAN ID value is, the
higher the message priority is, so the bus will be disturbed by
the fake message injected by the attacker and cannot send
and receive normal messages.

Fuzzy Attack is similar to DoS Attack, but the CAN ID
and data payload of messages injected in Fuzzy Attack are
completely random, making it more hidden than DoS and
thus not easy to detect by conventional anomaly detection
methods. However, this type of attack will also interfere with
the onboard electronic equipment connected to the bus,
which will also affect vehicle safety.

'e Spoofing Attack is more targeted than the previous
two attacks because it uses a specified CAN ID to populate
the message. 'is attack can be performed on a specified in-
vehicle device connected to the CAN bus and may cause the
device to malfunction. Since vehicle manufacturers generally
do not disclose the CAN ID and data load specification of the
onboard device, this attack requires special tools (e.g., social
engineering). If an attacker spoofs a specific in-vehicle device
such as a wheel speed sensor, this can have a significant
impact on vehicle driving safety.

In Figure 2, we show the difference between an x64 [18]
architecture based server and an ARM [19] architecture
based embedded device. With the improvement of the re-
quirements for intelligent vehicles, some automobile com-
panies have installed embedded devices with neural network
reasoning ability in the interior of the newly produced
vehicles, and these devices all use ARM architecture as the
processor architecture. If we look at these two architectures
from an evolutionary perspective, computational offloading
may be the solution for the future [20].

In this paper, the neural network model will be used as
the CAN bus traffic classifier. We assume that the central
server stores a large number of CAN data frame time series
samples and the server has high computing power to train
the neural network model. 'e built-in GPU or the neural
network module embedded in the SoC (System on a Chip)
has the inference ability of the neural network model that
meets the real-time detection.

'e types of cybersecurity threats faced by in-vehicle
networks are increasing, and intrusion detection systems
deployed inside vehicles will not be able to cope with new
types of attacks if they cannot be updated in a timely
manner. Due to the development of wireless communication
technology, many vehicles are equipped with OTA (Over-
the-Air) technology [21] systems based on 4G/5G trans-
mission. Furthermore, the OTA system can allow the vehicle
to download software updates from a certified remote cloud
server and can send back some of the original vehicle data to
the vehicle manufacturer’s backend server. 'e intrusion

detection model proposed in this paper can be delivered to
each vehicle through the OTA system, and model inference
is performed based on the embedded device in the vehicle.
On the other hand, the model could also be transmitted
more quickly and securely through a potentially widespread
vehicular ad hoc network [22].

When the CAN traffic generated by the suspected in-
trusion behavior is automatically identified by the detection
system, the intrusion detection system will upload the
original suspected malicious CAN traffic log to the OTA
server, and then the OTA server will send the traffic log to
the log analysis center for analysis to generate intrusion
judgment and report and feed back the logs determined to be
intrusion behaviors after analysis to the vehicle manufac-
turer’s vulnerability crisis management department. 'e
vulnerability threat treatment center will analyze the log
content to find out the vulnerabilities in the vehicle software
to be repaired, and push the repaired system to the vehicles
affected by the vulnerability through the OTA server. All the
above processes are based on the good communication
efficiency between the vehicle and the remote server. If the
communication conditions are poor, the intelligent caching
strategy [23] can also be used for data exchange.

At the same time, the CAN bus data frame sample group
after log analysis will also be uploaded to the model training
server through the OTA server. In the model training server,
new samples will be added to the training set of existing
labels or as samples of a new attack type label. After the
server uses the latest training set to train the model, the deep
learning model will be sent to the OTA server, and the OTA
server will update the intrusion detection system deployed
on the embedded device in the vehicle. 'en, the updated
intrusion detection system will have better classification
performance. 'e specific data transmission schematic di-
agram is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the process of the intrusion detection
system proposed in this paper, and the specific imple-
mentation of each process will be described in the following
sections.

3.2. Data Structure of the CAN Frame. In the CAN2.0 B
technical specification [24], CAN messages are divided into
four types: data frames, remote frames, error frames, and
overload frames. 'is article will focus on the data frames
used in normal communication.

In Figure 5, the number of each region represents the
number of the binary digits occupied by that region. 'e
meaning of each field in a CAN frame is described below:

(a) SOF: It is the start flag bit of the frame. On the CAN
bus, a dominant bit indicates the start of a packet.

(b) CAN ID: It is the unique identifier of the ECU to
which the message is passed. A smaller value in this
field indicates a higher priority for the message.

(c) DLC: It represents the length of the message frame
data payload.

(d) Data payload: It represents the actual data passed by
the data frame.
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(e) CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check): It ensures that the
sender and receiver receive the correct data.

(f ) ACK: It is the response field of the receiving end.
(g) EOF: It is the flag bit that indicates the end of a CAN

bus frame.

In the structure of the CAN bus data packet, SOF and
EOF are the flag bits of the start and end of the data frame, so
they do not have the value of intrusion behavior charac-
teristics or feature engineering. In the same way, CRC and
ACK, as the fields for verifying the correctness of data
transmission, can ensure that no errors will occur in the data
transmission process. Since this paper only considers the
intrusion detection and classification of correctly trans-
mitted frames, this part of the data is not considered.

3.3. Data Preprocessing. In order to facilitate the subsequent
feature extraction steps and deep learning model operations,
we need to perform data preprocessing on the original CAN
data frames. For ensuring the universality of our proposed
intrusion detection algorithm, this paper uses public datasets
to design data preprocessing and feature extraction for
intrusion detection systems and divide the processed data
into training sets and test sets. 'e open source in-vehicle

CAN intrusion dataset used in this article is provided by a
study in Korea [15]. 'e dataset includes the three attack
types described in the previous sections of this article, and
the samples in this dataset are raw data on the CAN data bus.

'is public dataset includes the following attributes:
TimeStamp, CAN ID, DLC, and Data Payload. 'e first row
of the dataset is a Unix timestamp, which is the decimal
number of seconds since January 1, 1970 (midnight in UTC/
GMT). Since the time series features of CAN data frames are
important features input to the intrusion detection model,
we need to relativize the timestamps. In the process of
dataset collection, all types of CAN data frames are collected
continuously without interruption, so the timestamp of the
first data frame can be used as the reference time, and the
time difference of other data frames can be calculated by this
reference. So, it is assumed that there are n samples in the
dataset and the timestamp in each sample is represented as t;
then, the timestamp of the i − th sample is processed as follows:

ti � ti − t0. (1)

For CAN ID and Data Payload, the original dataset is
stored in hexadecimal. In order to facilitate subsequent
feature extraction and neural network training, we need to
convert it to decimal. 'e conversion formula is as follows:
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Figure 4: Intrusion detection flowchart.
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0
,

(3)

DataPayload(H) � H1, H0( 1, ... H1, H0( n , (4)

DataPayload(D) � H1 ∗ 16
1
, H0 ∗ 16

0
 1,

. . . , H1 ∗ 16
1
, H0 ∗ 16

0
 

n
}.

(5)

In formula (5), the value of n is determined by DLC,
DLC≤ 8.'e original CAN data frame dataset collected in
time series is shown in Figure 6.

3.4. Feature Extraction. As can be seen from Figure 4, the
feature extraction algorithm runs on the embedded device in
the vehicle, and the corresponding computing power is
provided by the CPU based on the ARM architecture. Be-
cause the CPU computing power of the embedded device is
weak, and the time consumed by the feature extraction
algorithm will directly affect the response time of the in-
trusion detection system, this paper proposes a sliding
window strategy based on a fixed number of messages and
extracts features in the statistical domain of time series by
extracting features from the CAN time series data frames
passing through the window.

In the research [24], Bozdal et al. used the idea of wavelet
transform to extract features from time series data frames in
CAN bus, but the calculation of wavelet transform is more
complicated, which may affect the real-time performance of
the system. 'erefore, the feature extraction method in this
paper aims to reduce the computational complexity as the
first purpose. First, feature extraction is performed on the
preprocessed payload field. 'e decimal values of each byte
in the field are added to obtain the sum feature of the payload
field named payload_sum.If the size of the sliding window is
defined as w, the feature extraction algorithm will extract the
features of w packets at a time. 'e data payload contains n

bytes in total, and each byte corresponds to a decimal
number d. 'erefore, the sum feature of packet mi is cal-
culated as follows:

payload sum � d0 + d1 + · · · + dn. (6)

Since the messages contained in the sliding window are
sorted by timestamp, in order to measure the time deviation
of the samples to be detected in the window, this paper uses
the variance formula to measure the deviation of the pre-
processed timestamps. Defining the timestamp of a message
as t, we calculate the variance as follows:

time_var �
t1 − t( 

2
+ t2 − t( 

2
+ · · · + tw − t( 

2

w
, (7)

t �
t1 + t2 + . . . + tw

w
. (8)

To measure the time interval between two messages with
adjacent timestamps, we use the difference between two

adjacent messages as the time difference feature of the
message. For a message m in the window, it is necessary to
calculate the timestamp difference between it and the pre-
vious message:

time d � tm − tm−1. (9)

At the same time, in order to avoid the interference of
aperiodic messages on the feature extraction algorithm, it is
also necessary to calculate the median absolute error of the
timestamp.

m time di(  �
time d1 + time d2 + · · · + time dw

w
, (10)

time dMEAD � median time di − m time di( ( . (11)

'e intrusion detection system proposed in this paper
will use the features calculated above and the CAN ID(D),
Data Payload(D), and DLC of the dataset itself as input to
the neural network for training and evaluation.

3.5. CAN Message Classification and Model Optimization.
'e detection model proposed in this paper will work on the
in-vehicle embedded device, where the GPU provides the
computing power for model inference and the unified
memory provides the data cache space. Since the computing
power and storage space provided by in-vehicle devices are
limited, the design goal of our proposed neural network
structure is to reduce the computational overhead as much
as possible while ensuring the model detection performance.

GRU (Gate Recurrent Unit) [25] is a type of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) [26]. Like LSTM (Long Short-Term
Memory) [27], it is also proposed to solve problems such as
long-term memory and gradients in backpropagation. GRU,
a variant of LSTM, combines the forget gate and the input
gate into a single update gate. It also mixes the cell state and
the hidden state, plus some other detailed changes; the final
model is simpler than the standard LSTMmodel. According
to the experimental results of the literature [28–30], LSTM
and GRU have little difference in performance on datasets
with time series correlation, and GRU models even have
higher performance evaluations in some datasets. From the
earliest GRU literature [25], it is shown that the number of
parameters calculated by GRU element is less than that by
LSTM, which indicates that the time of model training and
inference can be reduced. Moreover, the research [31–33]
shows that GRU takes less time in training and inference
than LSTM under several different types of datasets.

For the above reasons, we adopt GRU as themain hidden
layer of the neural network model. 'e internal structure of
GRU is shown in Figure 7(a). In Figure 7(a), ht−1 is the state

Time Stamp
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1478193190.056817
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8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

00, 00, 00, 00, 10, 29, 2a, 24
15, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00 ,00
05, 20, 44, 68, 77, 00, 00, 7e
00, 20, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00 ,00 
00, 00, 00, 00, 00 ,00, 00, 00

0140,
02c0,
0350,
0370,
043f,

CAN ID N Data Payload

Figure 6: CAN data frame with time correlation.
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of the previous moment relative to the current moment t. xt

and ht are the input and output of the GRU module at the
current moment, respectively. rt and zt are two key struc-
tures in the GRU module, namely, reset gate and update
gate. Each gate is a simple neural network. And, in order to
make the output of the gate fixed between 0 and 1, the
activation function of the neural network is using the sig-
moid function (as shown in (12). ht is the output candidate
value after reset gate processing. 'e structure of the GRU
module is expressed by the formula as follows:

S(x) �
1

1 + e
−x, (12)

rt � σ W
rh

ht−1 + Wrxxt , (13)

zt � σ Wzhht−1 + Wzxxt( , (14)

ht � tanh Whh rt ∘ ht−1(  + Whxxt , (15)

ht � 1 − zt(  ∘ h + zt ∘ ht−1. (16)

Among them, Wrh and Wrx are the parameters in the
reset gate; Wzh and Wzx are the parameters in the update
gate; Whh and Whx are the parameters in the process of
obtaining the output candidate value ht; and the operator
“ ∘ ” means to multiply the array elements in turn.

As shown in Figure 7(b), after the input 3-Dim data
passes through the hidden layer composed of GRU units, it
will be input to the fully connected layer for classification.
Since the CAN intrusion detection task in this paper is a
multi-classification task, the SoftMax function [34] will be
used as the activation function in the last layer.

a
L
j �

e
zL

j

ke
zL

k

. (17)

We use the common cross-entropy loss function as the
basis for network backpropagation; in information theory,
cross-entropy is defined as (18). When the last layer in the
network uses the SoftMax function as the activation func-
tion, the output of the last layer can be regarded as a dis-
tribution, and the cross-entropy loss function used by the
neural network is shown in (19):

j � −  p(x)log g(x)dx, (18)

loss � −tjlog yi( . (19)

Among them, j indicates that the sample belongs to the
j − th class and y indicates the output value of the last layer.

4. Experiment

4.1. Experimental Purpose and Configuration

4.1.1. Experimental Purpose 1. First, it is necessary to verify
the effectiveness of the CAN intrusion detection process
proposed in this paper by evaluating the performance of the
trained intrusion detection model on the test set. And, in
order to fairly evaluate the performance differences between
various machine learning models, this paper selects three
representative machine learning models in the field of in-
trusion detection and compares themwith the CANmessage
classification model proposed in this paper. 'e three ma-
chine learning models are AdaBoost [17], SVM (Support-
Vector Machines) [16], and LSTM. Among them, AdaBoost
is an ensemble learning algorithm. In this paper, a decision
tree suitable for multi-classification tasks is used as the
learner integrated in it. Unlike AdaBoost, the original SVM
is not suitable for the multi-classification task in this paper,
so we use linear classification SVM for comparative ex-
periments. Different from AdaBoost and SVM, LSTM has
strong similarity with the GRUmodel used in this paper, but
the calculation is more complicated.

4.1.2. Experimental Purpose 2. To evaluate whether server-
trained models can perform real-time inference on em-
bedded devices, we use the Nvidia Jetson NX device used in
the vehicle to test the actual deployment of the model, and
the test content is the number of CAN messages detected
every 100ms. 'e test timing starts from the original test set
data input, after data preprocessing and feature extraction; it
is input to the neural network for prediction; and the timing
ends after the classification result is output. In order to
reflect the efficiency of the neural networkmodel used in this
article, we will use LSTM as the baseline to identify the

ht–1

ht

zt
ĥt

1-

+

X

X

X

σ σ
+

+
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φ
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Input Layer Hidden Layer
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Figure 7: GRU cell structure and neural network structure.
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difference in detection speed between the two neural net-
work models.

We use the server platform based on x64 architecture as
the model training server in Figure 2. 'e hardware and
software configuration of the platform are shown in Table 1.

To evaluate the inference performance on in-vehicle
embedded devices, this paper uses an ARM-based Nvidia
Jetson Xavier NX system as the experimental platform for
the deployment of the intrusion detection system in Figure 2.
'e hardware and software configuration of the experi-
mental platform are shown in Table 2.

Figure 8(a) shows the high computing power server used
for intrusion detection model training, with average energy
consumption of 800 watts. Figure 8(b) shows the experi-
mental equipment deployed for the intrusion detection
system. Under the radiator of the equipment is the Jetson
Xavier NX embedded system, which has average power
consumption of 10 watts.

4.2. Hyperparameter Settings. In order to ensure that sub-
sequent researchers can reproduce the experimental results
of this paper, we list the hyperparameters used for each
machine learning training in the experiment. As shown in
Tables 3 to 6, for a fair side-by-side comparison, we list the
model hyperparameters used for the experiments.

4.3. Experimental Result. In the performance evaluation of
several supervised learning models, in order to reduce the
time consumption during training and ensure the fairness of
the experiment, part of the original CAN bus dataset was
extracted as training set and test set. 'e specific numbers
are listed in Table 7. In addition, all models were trained and
evaluated using the same dataset. In Table 8, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the intrusion detection system against three
attack behaviors using precision, recall, and F1-score. For
each attack, precision is defined as follows:

precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (20)

'e recall rate represents how many of all attack mes-
sages were detected:

recall �
TP

TP + FN
. (21)

F1-score (equilibrium average) is a calculation result that
comprehensively considers the precision and recall of the model,
and the value is more inclined to the index with a smaller value.
'e larger the F1-score, the higher the quality of the model.

F1 − score �
2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

. (22)

Table 1: Server configuration used for model training.

Category Parameters
CPU Intel Xeon 4210R
RAM 32GB
GPU Nvidia RTX 3090
Operation system Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
CUDA version 11.1
Machine learning platform TensorFlow 2.6 + Scikit-learn 0.23

Table 2: Embedded device configuration for model inference.

Category Parameters
CPU Nvidia Carmel ARM
RAM 8GB unified memory
GPU 384-core Nvidia Volta GPU
Operation system Ubuntu for Jetson
CUDA version 10.2
Machine learning platform TensorFlow 2.4 + Scikit-learn 0.24

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Actual experimental device.
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In Table 9, we present the experimental results for ex-
perimental purpose 2. A continuous period of timestamps is
selected in the test set, and a total of 5000 consecutive CAN
messages are available in this time block in the experiment.
'e real-time performance of the intrusion detection system
is measured by calculating the time elapsed for message

preprocessing and feature extraction as well as classification
by the neural network model. After calculating the test set
within forty consecutive time intervals, the CAN bus has
about 200 messages or 200 CAN data frames every 100ms.
'is paper uses the embedded devices in Table 2 for the
experiments.

Table 3: Parameters used in SVM.

Parameter name Parameter
Penalty coefficient of error term 0.3
Kernel SVC-linear
Probability False
Max_iter 1000000
Random state None

Table 4: Parameters used in AdaBoost.

Parameter name Parameter
Base estimator Decision tree
Number of base classifier cycles 50
Probability False
Learning rate 1.0
Random state None
Algorithm SAMME.R

Table 6: Training parameters used in GRU.

Parameter name Parameter
Epoch 20
Num of LSTM units 40
Num of dense units 4
Batch size 64
Learning rate 0.01
Weight decay 1e− 8
Optimizer Adam [35]

Table 7: CAN intrusion dataset categories and corresponding sample numbers.

Dataset label Num of original samples Num of training set samples Num of test set samples
Benign 14037000 200000 50000
DoS 587500 40000 10000
Fuzzy 491000 40000 10000
Spoofing 1134000 40000 10000

Table 5: Training parameters used in LSTM.

Parameter name Parameter
Epoch 20
Num of LSTM units 40
Num of dense units 4
Batch size 64
Learning rate 0.01
Weight decay 1e− 8
Optimizer Adam [35]
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5. Conclusion

In order to improve the security of CAN bus and avoid the
attack against the important equipment on the vehicle due to
the vulnerability, we study a lightweight intrusion detection
system which can be deployed on the embedded equipment
on the vehicle. In view of the problems of insufficient real-
time performance and integration difficulties of existing
intrusion detection systems, this study designs a lightweight
real-time intrusion detection system suitable for vehicle-
mounted CAN, which can carry out online intrusion de-
tection of message data in the network in real time, identify
intrusion messages, and secure vehicle-mounted CAN. It is
proved that the intrusion detection system proposed by us
has the possibility of practical deployment by conducting
two contrast experiments with different purposes and setting
uniform performance evaluation index.

'e focus of this research is to ensure that the intrusion
detection system has high sensitivity to the three attack
methods in the CAN bus on the basis of simplifying the
neural network structure and reducing the computational
complexity. 'e purpose of this design is to successfully
deploy the intrusion detection system into the embedded
computing device on the vehicle, and we also describe the
process of updating the intrusion detection model and
analyzing the intrusion log.

In the future, we plan to study intrusion detection
models that are simpler to compute and do not rely on
GPUs, while completing the experiment on a platform with
weaker computing power than Jetson. In CAN message
feature extraction, we will consider using presentation
learning to form end-to-end detection [36]. At the same
time, considering that user privacy data on CAN bus may
cause user privacy disclosure, we will consider using some
privacy protection frameworks [37] to protect user privacy.

Data Availability

'e CAN intrusion dataset used to support the findings of
this study was supplied by Hacking and Countermeasure
Research Lab under license and so cannot be made freely
available. Requests for access to these data should be made to
Huy Kang Kim, cenda@korea.ac.kr.
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